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FOREWORD

A brief studyof causes of attrition intechnical trainingprograms was under-
taken by HumRRO Division No. 5 (Air Defense)in FY 1964.1/4Preliminary evidence
indicated that .motivational factors had a relatively strong; influence on school
achievement. In FY .1965 an Exploratory Study (ES-32)in the area of motivation
was initiated. WorligUnit SPUR was initiated in FY 1967 to test some promising ,

.1 means of improving or maintaining student motivation during training. This report
deals with. Work Sub-Unit SPUR I, in which the effects of group competition
were eicplored.

This research' was conducted by HumRRO Division No. 5 (Air Defense) under
6r. Robert D. Baldwin, Director of ReAearch. The U.S. Army Air Defense School

.provided facilities-arid support for the research. Numerous members of the.staff
ocrthe Electronics Department of the School provided guidance during planning.

.:.MAJ Alexander D. Bell, Chief of the U.S. Army Air Defense Human Research
"lJnit, served as miliiary coordinator. SP 4 George Nelson of the Human Research

Unit was the clerical and statistical assistant.
HumRRO research for- the Departmeni of the Army is Conducted under Con-

tract DA 44-188-AR0-2 and Army Project 2J024701A712 01, Training, Motivation,
Leadership Research.

5

Meredith P. Crawford
Director

Human, ffesources Research Office
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Militar3iProblem
High attrition in technical training cotirses in Army Service Schools, was foOnd to be a

major problem during the years 1962 to 1965. Date obtained at the U.S.-Army Air Defense School
showed thot students who volunteered specifically for their training had significantly lower
attrition rates than studentS of comparable aptitude who were assigned to the courses without

)having volunteered. These data were highly suggestive of a motivational factor in lhe prevalently
/ high attrition rates.and indicated a need for improving student motivation.

Research Objectives

SUMMARY AND ONCLUSI
I

The objective of this Work Sub-Unit was to evaluate, group:competition as n means of
improving or rnaintaming student motivation. It was hoped that thelendency of American males
to compete would lend to strong group identification, and a resultant improvement olperformance.
Group, rather thdn individual competition was thought desirable for two reasons. First, as a
member of a group the weaker student has more of an opportunity to win than he would have
functioning as an inch Clual..,Secdndly, it was,felt that ihe cOmpetition. might -lead to the futóring
of weaker students in a group b-y die'itronger students.

MethOct
Students 'in the experimental classes were divid d into four groups, matctied on factors

that were shown to be related to success in training in rei,idus classes. Groups were paired for
competition, and the pairings were changed every two weeks so that every group competed with
every other group. -.The basis for competition was the regularly-scheduled weekly examinations.
The group in each pairing that failed the fewest exams was declared the wiriner for that partic-
ular competition; thus there were two winning groups during each:competition period. -.

Minor incentives were provided the meinbers of the winning groups.. Each individual had
a choice of a theater ticket or a -ticket good for,use at the Post bowling alley. Also, the names

all men in winning groupswere published in the Fort Bliss NeUrs. NeWs articles were sent to
.hometon newspapers for all members.of the single group th ai\at had l best'overall record after
two competitions, and letters of commendation were sent to the parents of all 'members of the
group that hael the best overall record after lour competitions.

A questionnaire was develOped to measure motivationfor trairling prior to the pperiment.
Also use'd was a set- of peer ratings 'that included ''Farniliarity,"Friendship,", "L&dership,"
"Ability,: and "Desire to Succeed in Training." Several means of scoring thepeer ratings were
eried. The questionnaire ond peer ratings were administered to'experimental claspes just prior
to the firt written exam and just after the lc:With written exam in both experimental blasses.

Substantial changes in input in technical training courses during the fall of 1966 resulted
: in greatly reduced attiition in these coursei. These changes made itmuch more difficult to eval-

. .

uate a program that was aimed primarily at improving the performance of bbrderline students.
Therefore, the effort wai terminated after only two classes had received the experimental treatment.

Results and Discussion.
Measurement Devices. Both the questionnaire and the peer rating of "De ire to Succeed

in Training" proved to be valid predictors pf success in -training.. In geperal, t importance of
motivation relatiie to aptitude seemed to 'be "greater in 'predicting success o laboratory or
practical exams than on written exams.

6
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Effects of -Competition on Performance. It was hypothesized that group competition ,
would improve.performance, and that the greatest .improvitment would be evidenced by the weaker /
students. Final averages of men in upper and lower thirds of the GT distribution from the experi-/
mental classes were compared with equivalent aptitude groups from control classes. The mean
score of the lower .aptitude experimental group was approximately six points higher than that of
the dontrols, while the means of the two higher aptitude groups differed by less than one point.
A coMparison between the lower aptitugle students in the experimental and in the control groups.
revealed that 6 of the 20 experimental students-(30%) failed- to achieve a 70 average in confpari-
son with 39 of the 75 control students (52%). Thi difference was statistically significant.

The practical exam average was significantly lower than predicted from GT scores in
cne experimental class, and significantly higher than predicted in the other. This was taken as
evidenc of differing motivation in.the two experimental classes. Furthermore, the classes dif-
fere'd si ificantly on original questionnaire scores, again indicating a difference in motivation.
Since ther were iome variations in the treatment of the two classes, and since the results in the
tv were soëwtiat contradictory,caution must be applied in interpreting the results obtained.

. However, it does appear that, at least under certain conditions, group competition can influsnce
the performance of lower aptitude studefts.

Additiorial Results. It was found that the competition did influence the formation of
personal friendships. The number of within-group friendship choices exceeded exPectancy in
both experimental classes, and was-significantly greater than chance in the second class. It
was also found that members of losing groups tended, to lose confidence in other members of
their groups. In winning groups the number of/within-group choice2sin "Ability" and "Desire to.
Succeed in Training" increased between the first and second testing, while in losing groups, the.number of .within-gioup choices in these two ratings decreased.,

Socipqrams indicated that the social structure of the, classes was quite well defined
even before the first week examination. However, no relationship could be found between per-
sonal friendships or clique membership and factors related to success.

Conclusions ,

The results obtained appear tg;warrant.following conclusions:
. .

(1) It is possible, at least under certain conditions, to improve the academic performance
of lower aptitude students through the use of group competiti,pn.)

1 (2) It is possible to measure,motivation (i.e., desire to ucceed in training') by means
of either peer ratings or a short, specidlly desig" questionnaire. The questionnaire has the
advantage of making it possible to compare orie ss with. °pother, while the gforced choice"
technique used in obt'aining the peer ratings makes this impossible,, because the raters must make
comparisons of specificblly narried peoplee

If
. (3) Placing men in groups for competition does have a significant effect on the forma-

!.tion gif friendship choices.. However, the effect was not pronounced enough to cause clique for-
mation to center around the.dompetitive groups. x

, ..

(4).-Neither similar motivation nor similar aptitude is the basis for individua,r7rfriendship
choices: Reasonstfor friendship choices lay outside those variables m 1 asured in this study.r

V I
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Military Problem

fEach ye:ar the Army increas s. its capabilify through the addition of more .
varied arid more-complex hardware. One result of this Pleveloparent is. an ever--
increasing. requirement for highly trained personnel td Oper.ate and mairitain
s-uch equipment. The training necessary to meet these demand involves time-
consuming thaining cOu'rses and technically complicated ..:Auipment, resultirig
in substantial ekpenditures. It has been estimated.that electronics training,
which constitutes a large portion-of the Army's te,chnical training, costs $50 a
man-week,' 'r . -..-tAttritiort; thereforek.becolnes a -

very _costly factor in such courses,. Table.1

and this is particularly evident in the Relationship Between Attrition
longe'r and more expensiVe training
programs, in which the highest attri-
tion rates have been experience'd.
P a t a compiled from. I.J.S.'Continental
Army, Command attrition,- records
(Table 1) show a positive relation:-
ship between course-length and tpe

\ proportion of courses with attrition
\ rates of 2 W/o' or higher in FY 1 9 6 5.

Although the cause-and-effect relation-\
ships are ufwartain; it would appear
that the courses in-which the Army ig'
making the greatest monttary%nvest-
ment are the ones experiencing the
most severe attrition problem. -

and.Course Length'

..

/

tourse 'Length

,

Nbt Turn

of '
Courses )

.Courses With 20'o
or Higher Attrition

Number Percent

C ritter Weeks

- ..-
.

verage

20 Weeks and Over
20-21. '

t '15-*'9 .

30 and.01.er
verage

'
62 .
77.
26

16

..1.6

16

4

26
11

11

14

14

,

6.5
33.8
-(2.3
24.8

68.8
87.5
87.5
81.3

'

High attrition' results from Many
"M.aterial driSn from U.S. Continemal Armycauses, only one of which is lack of Ct.minand uttrit ion records (1).

motivation. Even motivation cannot
reallY be considered a single entity'. Motivntion, or-the lack thereof, has muthple
causation: T erefore, for -purpos of this research, motivati*n is defined
as the desir (for ,whatever rta n) to succeed in. training. Motivation will
be assessed n the basis of sqlf and peer evaluations'. Such assessfrients are -
subject to c91nsiderable error, 1)114 they are thd only means- available for assess-
ing motivatVbn as specific as that:desired in this research.

Data f om the U.S. Army Air Defense School have shown that motivation, as
evidenced 1y a stated desire for training, plaYs a sfgnificant role in success. -A
comparison.of attrition rates for Men who volunteered for training at the Air Defense
School and men who were assigned to thOG courses without having vkuerteered

'Information taken frnm United States Continental A-nay Command Fetteryite: ATIT-SC.II-EA. Subject:
Study of Basic Electronii7s Instruction. 11Q. USCONAIIC. Fort Monroe. Va.. 30January 1964.

.1 1
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is shown ijfFiguFe 1. .The data are based on a total of 588 privateswho
entered HAvk missile system niaintenance courges. Attritibn.is shown as" a
function of aptitude level., as: tneasui.ed by the Electronics aptitude.area (EL)
.score frdarthe Army Classification tattery (Ags).' Attr-ition appears td be
between--15 and ,20% lessfor volunteers at any aptitude level. .Furthermore,
supplementary interview data, indicate that not all volunteers have a strongdesire
td Aucceed, and that some non-volunteers do. Hence, the difference shown, in
Figure ls probabLy an und.erestimateof the true difference between men who,
desire the training and men who do not. If so, it would seem that.motivation is
quite a potent facto-r in determining success in training.

Comparison oPAttrition Rates Between Volunteers-and Non-Voranteers
70

60

50

,T) 40

3

20

Non-VoIun teer s
.. .

,
.

,

.)

.

.
- r

9
- i.

.

.

.

.

.

4
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-- -7( ....
." ....

X

.
,

.
.

.

..

.

1
--..,x

1
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.

.
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1 i e

.

le.
X \

*1 1 1

.
t) .: ... -

..
. .

1

.
Ilmor .0 ...ow

10 110 129 .
. N

130 '

N

140 15

'Electronics Aptitude (EL) Score

Figure l,
,:-

a' This study of input in Hawk 'system maintenance courses at the Air Defense
School provided information that w,as useful in specifying bdth theoorlgins and the

Thl)t
gnitude of the problem. For example, attrition-from all causes waS,averaging

c se tp 40%, only ane-third of th* astudents in the verage class were vOlunteers,
nd some 40% of the-students did not meet all of the prerequisites.' , The attritionrate alone was sufficient to indicate a problem of thajor proportions. ,The small

proportion of volunteers friclicated that low motiVation might be a factor in the
. ,r .

..Aflawscoms,from the Army Classification Battery are converted to Army Standard Scores, and then
aptitude area composites areformed. EL is the Electronics aptitude area, and is one-third the sum of the
Mechanical aptjtude score plus two times*the Electronics Information.score [(MA +2EL0/41. .

i1Thc_prellequisite most often waived.was the successful completion of'one year.of high d chool 'algebra.
The prerequitites for assignment i-o training are set forth in DA Pamphlet 350-10.(2).

4
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failurerof a considerable numberf students. The fact that such a large propor-
tion of.the*tuSents did not',.meetithe prerequisites is a further indication of .the

-origin of the problem. Men who neither asked for the training nor 'were qualified .

to take it could hardly be expected to have high motivation.
inquiries were made.M an effort-to find out why the pro Ortion of volunteer

stydents was so low, and W'hy so many- men who did riot me t the pterequisites
had tO be. assigned. Some highly relevant data were found Iffapublication prepared
by thet/ffice of personnel, Opeations (3). In a study of a orie-year Army input,
it was found that approxiniately 80% of the RA persönnel entered the Army with
some type of Comrditm-,ent. However; N;ery few of theSe.comtme:nto were f
MO5 traiiitig in eibctronics or any other hard -skill area.' Requirements f
training in these areas had to be met largely by assigning men from the 20% wh
had- not received commitments on enlistment, since draftees were not eligible
for these longer courses. In general, Ihe uncommitted m wer pool was of
relatively poorer'quality. Hence, a considerable shortage ':.alified personnel
for the hard skills resulted. Altliough thesis data provided no hints as,to why the,
hard skill areas seemed to lack general.appeal to enlistees, they did explain
why so many unqualified personnel had to be assigned to aining in these areas.

17c4towing this assessment of the personnel sitiratio at the time, it was
*\,$

ccrnkcluded that two possible approaches tp improving motivation might pro4
fruitful. One approach would be to make ekTery effort during the recruiting and
processirig phases to locate all interestedand qualified personnel and toencourage,

,them to get intO.a hard skill area. The other would be to seek mearts ofimproving
the motivation of men already assigned to training; this approach led to the con-
ceptualization of the research program described in this report/

The overall situation described above was generally true from FY 1963
through FY 1965. However, in the early part of FY 1966 the personnel situatiorr
in the Army began to change rapidly. The intensification of the conflict in
Vietnam and the resulting increase in draft quotas vastly chatiged the enlist-
ment picture. During the latter part-of FY 1965, Army enlistments w:ere from.
10 to 20% .below FY 1964 levels. During the last three quarters of FY 1966, -'
enlistrnentswere virtually double what they had been in FY 1965.

,

Although training quotas were increased, the personnel situation, at least
at the Aii- Defense School, markedly improved. The proportion of volunteer stu-
dents in Hawk system maintenance courses more than doubledsome awes being
cornpotld 100% of volunteers. The percentage of students who did not meet the
prereq sites dropped to about wro, and class averages on AC13 scores rose some
7 to 10 points. As was to be expected, attrition rates were affected. In seven
classes undergoing training for MOS 22,1 (Hawk Missile Launcher' Mechanic). just
prior to the initiation of this study, attrition from all 'causes was only 15%.

Data from the two experimental classes, which were selected without any
knowledge about input quality, further. demonstrate the change that had taken
place. approximately 95% of the students in the experimental classes had
volunteered for the trainin* compared to 19% of the students in the same MOS'
program for those crisses entering into the data in Figure 1. Also, mean EL
score in the experimental classes was 117.9 compared to 112.3 for the previously
teported.classes. It was evident pat the need for which Work Unit SPUR had
bee5odesigned \vas no longer immediate. Academic attrition had been reduced
to such an extent that it would he extremely difficult to demonstrate further

' I he flfft, r of Prr.,t2nelPfr rati.n" ,OPOI ,frfinrs i hand aft onh.rmiumng a minimum o'er of
100 tn the appropmafr .irtItiitrarea fr.m the Iteno attorl Kitten. And requiring 16 ,Arelo: or rnorr of
formal tralnIruz,

1 3



reductions ekperimentally. Therefore, the decision was madeto suspend the
Work Unit after two experimental classes had completed the'experimental treat-
me nt. Although the regirearch was limited, the findings were deemed to be of
sufficient value to be worth reporting,

Objectives of the Research
The overall objectives of the research were to determine what motivational

factors influener attrition, and to.develop methods of maintaining or improving
the motivation SLstudents undergoing technical trainingin Army Service SchoolS.

The specific$urpose in Work Sub-Unit SPUR I was to determine the e fective-
nes s of group competition as a means of improving overall motivation and redu ng
attNtion. The research also wasdesigned to answer some additional question ,

of both theoretical and,practioal importance:-
(1) How does motivation change (luring the course of training in experi,

mental cl sses compared with regular classes'', \
f2) How doe success or failure affect motivation?
(3) Is the're arty relationship between motivatiOn and the formation of

perso 1 friendships?
(4) Does group competition affectthe formation of personal friendships?
(5) How important is motivation relative to aptitude in determining

success in training?

METHOD
Rationale

This study was basect on the supposition that the majority of men in training
have fairly strong needs for achievement, affiliation, apd status. In other words,
they have strong desires to be respected, accepted, and** valued by their fellow
students. It was relieved that group competition was a suitable vehicle by which
the environment could be manipulated to Make satisfaction of the trainees' needs
metre dependent-on adequate performance in training.

The basic plan called for dividing classes into groups of approximately ftual
Aize and aptitude, and these groups were to compete with onettnother on regularly
scheduled weekly exarntnatiOns. Token rewards were to be given each member
of a winning grou`p. Several reas n.s can be cited why this approach was believed
to be a means of exercising som measure of environmental control:

( 1) Every man is fore d to compete. I3ecause competition and, the
desire to win is important in our society, most 'people, once in competition, will
put forth effort even if the competitive eVent is one that would not otherwise be
'interesting to them. It was assumed that a similar situation would exist under
group competition in training. Placing every man in a group and holding formal
competition among groups riakes eveey man compete, whether it is to his liking
or not. It Was hoped that the student's natural need to achieve or grove his
superiori'ty would make him an active competitor. .

(2) Every man has a real opportunity to win. Competing groups are closely
matched on relevant itudes: each group has an approximately equal chance dri
wi ing. In essence, slower student in a group is competing with the slower

ents from the other groups, even though winning is determined_on the basis of
a p rather tfcan individual performance. Thus, it was hoped that by matching the

%%groups on 'aptitude, each student would consider his chances of winning to be good.
(3) Every man's performance affects the entire group. Under normal

circumstances in Army Service Schools., a man's performance has little effect
on his. classmates. However, in group'cornpetitioqthe fortunes of the group depend

1 I
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almost equally on all members. The unwilling student is likely to be hvld in
contempt by his fellows. Rarely can Young men remain imperviods to a loss of
respect and status from their peers. Itwas suspected t,hat the fAajority of men

,would, enter into the spirit of the competition willingly, and that most of those
who did not would still cOnform to the expected role simply to avoid 'losing the
iesteem of the group. In other words, it was believed thV the man's need for'
affiliation would force tirn to play the desired role. gi4,

(1) Formal recognition e*an be provided winning groups. The Army Service
School provides an 4most ideal situation for enhaning the value of token rewards.
No matter how sma , rewards can be presented publicly, leaving little doubt as, to
who received the gwards and why. I.'ormal recognition by authority is generally
motivating in itso . The group competition approach s seen as havIng an addi-
tional Value in s respect. -The weaker student, would have little,chance of

. recognition as an individual, would have an equalchance as a member of a group.
..The effects of competition on the performance of both- individuals and groups

has been a subject ol study for quite some tirne ;As early as 1927, Hurlock (4) t
demonstrated that competing g-roups performed better on arithme,tic tests than
non-competing grolips. More recent studies (5, 6, 7) havironsider4 the condi-
tions under which competition does seem to be a motivating %wee. In general,
competition has been found to work best in a "means-independent" situation
one in which the competitors are in no way dependent on egch other f r Athe
means by which they accomplish their task. In situations wrer6 interde endence
ratber than indpendence exists, cooperatiOn between individuals or groups seems
twincrease productivity, while competition tends to hamper productivity.

Competition as a means of motivating men is certainly not new in the militar);.
:It has. Tieen used informally in many situations, including academic settings,
although more frequently in athletics or during major inspections.. In HumRRO
Task PTITUDE (8) it was found that intersquad competitiop significantly
increased proficiency test scores during Basic Combat TraitKing; the rewards
provided winning squads were minimal. Therefore, it is known that competition
with miMmal rewards did ttotivate'men tomparable to thase with whoTn the
present research was concerned, . AA

In group competition of the type used for this research-, elements of both
competition and cooperation ex.st. The gimps are certainly independent; that is,
the performance of one gro p i1 not dependent in any way on the performance of
Siny other. Therefore, it w uld je expected that comp tition would improve per- -

hoped tiV.LtV2 better students would recognize thi:-; interdep(2nden e, and would

formance. Members %if ;I sinvle group :ire interdepen ent, bu they ae not -
eornpetito. In fact, cooperation between group membees is ess-ntial. It %,as

tutor the weaker ;tudents in their ;.4roup. Thl; alone, it was lielieved, might' be
sufficient to ensure that a larger number of the horderline students would stn..-
cessfully complete the training.

Expert mental Procedures_

lection of Clas.-oes_. Orii2ma1plans called for cl.is,es to be.selected from
ttiose tralr-unLi for MOS 23P Mawk Vire (ontrol Mick:hank:), NIOS 2311 (Hawk Con-
tinuous W.iv( li:.idar Mechanic), and the V- I:: course, which is preparatory to a
number of \IOSs involved with Fire Distribution Systems. These NIOSs were
selected H'C,Lt1.-!' Cl;L-;e-; normallv ranged from 25-10 men, tl.re were usually
very few NCOs, and tho.y typically had larger proportions of tm...n in the lower
iptitnde r,inves (wheY-e proper motiv:dion might he a more /lecisive factor in
succe.ss or :.:tiltire).

1 .5
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Classes_ of this size were considered small enough so that the men
would get,o know each-other quickly, 'yet large enough so that it should not be
difficult" construct foui reaSonably well matched groups.. Small numbers of
NCOs 'were desired for two reasonS: First, they.typically are-well motivated,. .hencef are virtually never problem students; and second, they are placed in both
official and unofficial positions of leadership. The ranking NCO automatically
becdmes the official class, leader, and his juniors typically keep him cognizant'
of potefthial academic.problems.

I3ecause of changes in school input between the time the research was
planned and the time the classes Were actually selected, classes from the afore- 't
mentioned MOSs were not considered to be of_orimal,composition. Therefore,

, both experimental classes were selected from those training for MOS 22J (Hawk,
Missile Launcher Mechanic)._ Input to this MOS conformed more closely to that
desired at the time-of selection. tGroup Formation. Mw in each of the experimental classes were dim' ci;

into !bur matched grodp8,7vfth matching accomp1s1ed7in the followiing ma ner..
A predicted final Mihsile,Electronics- (ME) average Was comput6d for each man,
on the basis of regression equations derived from data on five classeS that had
recently.completed the ME subcourse. Variables selected for trial included the
Electronics (EL) and General Teehnical (GT) aptitude area scores from the %.
ACB, age, education, and EPT score.' Separate equations were computed for %'

volunteers and non-volunteers. Imboth instances, the 'final equations' included
only EL, GT, EPT, and age, education being dropped because its weighting proved
to be negligible. The equation for volunteers_using weights for raw sdores, was:

Predicted Average = .15 GT-41.39 EPT+ .09 EL .12 Ag'e+ 38.11..
.The equation for non-volunteers was:

.
,

Predicted Average= .37 GT +.49 EPT+ .04 gL + .58 Age 0.47.-
The muiltiple regression coefficients for volUnteers and non4olunteerS were
i:72 and"r16; respectivel . Men were placed in groups on the baS"'is of predicted
final ME average. cead between the means was not allowed to be greater
thanone point, and vas taken to distribute borderline cases (predicted final
averages of 75 and be w) equally among the groups.

The problem of placing NCOs proved to be minor. The fitst experimental
class contained no NCPs. In the second experimental class there were three NCOs;
'since it was not possiblAto put an NCO in each of the four groups, it seemed
advisable to omit them from the competition.

Men who were recycled into an experieftental class proved to be no
. problem. There was only one recycled student in the first experimental class

altd none in the second class at the time groups were formed. The one recycled
:4tulent was placed in the same way as the others, although it was thought that
his obtained scores might be somewhat higher than predicted becausehe hai had

'a part of the training previously. Other recycled students were not put into groups
immediately. However, whenever a Man was dropped from a class, his place in
a group was filled*by a recycled student if one was available.

Compe4tion. The basis for competition was the regularly scheduled weekly
e:.:amination. Competition between each pair of groups Was conducted for a
two-w9ek period. After each competitionperiod, the groups were paired anew for
the followinfi competition period. After three periods, or six weeks, eacViwoup
had competn against each of the-other groups. During th6 final period of ME,

' I h. F:p-r. or Elec trunic s Plac ement Test. is an %ir Defense !Nchool test. It was originally designed to
predii t ",11 ess in Ras'. I- lei iron!, s, ncie. the N1F'. subcourse-,i, Raced on se%eral recent classes, the estimated

of the F irr far final NIF: a%crage is about .70.

8
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the two 'g rou ps withthe best overall records were paired and the two groups_with
the poorest overall records were paired.

The winning group in each pairing was determined by. the proportio of
teSts passed during the competition period. For example, supp-Ose that competition
had beenbetween two groups of.eight men eachthatiftiadlaken one laboratory exam
and two written exams during the period. Each group had thus taken a totalyf'24
tests. If there were 22 passing scores in one group and.'26 in.the other, the group
with the 22 passing scores was declared the winner for'that peride. In case of a
tie in the proportion-pass criterion, the winner was.thegi-oupwith the higher ax)er-
age during the period. However, one further provisionwaS addedthat both groups
would be considered winners ifrboth had 100% pass records for this"period,

There were two closely related reasonsfor choosingthe proportion-pass
criterion over group academic average as, the baths fo'r determining winning
groups. First, since one of the main purposes of the research was to find means
Of reducing attrition improving the.scores of-borderline studests was consid
rnore i.mportant than-improving the scores of stron er students. Second, kt
hopeathat thig type of criterion would result in 'nor tutoring of weaker sttide
USing the proport. -pass criterion, the group..s st nding'is more dependent upon
theperformanc the borderline Student.than it is o :the average or bright 'student,
bothzof whom w uld probably paSs nearly al1óf th exams under any conditions. .

Rewards or Incettives. It was hopeethat the dethre to win*Would be,the
chief motivating factor in the competition. as rewards of any reakmaterial value
could riot be.provide. Since Artliay regulations pla& stringent controls on pro-
motions, pay increases, and leave time, it' was impossible to offer these more
obvious incentives. It was not evenpossible to arrange a three-'day pass because
of scheduiing difficulties. -Furthermore, studentS had very few work details/4 no,.
KP duty, and a minimum of inspections, making exemption from such things of 's

'little value. Nevertheless, it did seemas though some sort of rewards was 4
Wiecessary to Make the competition more interesting and more meaningful.

In the search for
possible rewards, it soon -

becamp apparent that vari-
ous kind's of recognition for
accomplishmentwhich
.could be given at virtually
no costwould have to be
relied on heavily'as incerr-
tives, as funds availablefor
the purchase of material
rewards werevery limited.
However, there was good
evi den e that recognition was
highly v, t4ued, at least by the
young solchr on a first
enListrnent. This evidence
comes from a study by
McNeil and ialek (9). Some
of the findi as are shown in I 2

Table 2. The rewards are
ranked in the order in which
they were preferred by a
group of men undergoing

Table 2

Scble of Reward Volute, for Men in Basic Combat Training,
Ranked According to Preference a

Ordf.r
Pf ,fert-nce

Item

I

Special Promotion in Rank
Choice of Euture Assignment
Three Extra Da.s Leave %.

Three-Day Pass .
Special Letter of Merit to Parent

Post "Soldier-of-theAlontr
Commanding Officer's, Special Recognition
Engraved Wrist Watch From.Commanding Officer
1°F' scorer rm PT Test Announced to Company
Presented 'Froptlx Before Company

Receive 1.etil'Is of Appreciation From Commandi4 Officer
.hient% Dollar \%iard
21-Hour Post Priileges for a Aeek
Battalion lommrrulation

'Mat,.rial drawn fr.,rn I able 2 of IfurnflHO Technicd1 livport 68-6.
Ma% 19tA 191
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ABasis Combat Training. AS can be seen, rewards involving individual recogni-
tion f requently we re *more highly valued than other rewards of considerable
monetary value. For example, the rewards ranked 5th, 6th; 9th, and llt?i all
'cosf virtually nothing, yet were more Ifthly valued than a $20 award, ranked
12th. From these'data, !it was concluded that recognition for achievement could be
a tr-uly potent incentive in The 'Army S.rvipSchool setting.

After consideration of the possibirities;The following list of incentives
waschosen and employed during the experiment:

(-1j Each member of a winning group for any of thefour competi-
tion periods was given1 choice ofa,theater ticket or a ticket good for three lineth
of bowling.

(2) A brief article', liSting the names of members:of winning groups
was published in the Fort filiss News after ella c h compgtition periods.

(3). The names of members of winningrgroups were po ted on thef.
barradis. bulletin bo "d.

A er two periods of.aimpetition, an article was sent to the home-
town newspaper o ach member -of the grouphaving the best,overall record during
'the two periods of compttition. (A co0 the article is shown.in Appendix A.)

(6) At the'end of the competition, a letter Was sent to the parents
bf each member of the group having the liest _overall record during the four
peribls of competition. .(A copy oethis /letter is shown in Appendix B.)

Development of Assessment Devices

.Tdobtdin information Abut some of tile questions to be answed by this
research, it was neceSsary to develop some measures-of motivation .a:nd some
indices of sociaLstructure. The development of each Of thA-e-rneasures will
be described separately.

Peer Ratings

Originally, four peer ratings were obtained. These were titled "Friend-
ship," "Ability," "Leadership tential," and "Desire to Succeed in Training."
A fifth rating titled "Familiar4" wag added after sfudents in earlier classes
complained of difficulty in making. rattngs pecause' they were ,not familiar witt
all..of the class members.

The nominating technique was used throughout, with the number of men
,

nominated varying with the class gize. In classes of 20.to 40 men, students were
asked to nominate five men f9r "Most" and fiye for "Least" in each rating. With
smaller classes, four men were nominated 'in each category,' and larger
classes, six men. Students were not perrnitted to nominate themselves, but were
asked to rate themselves as being in the .first, second; third,'or fourth quarter of
the class on all but the."Familiarity" and "Friendshirlratings. (A copy of the
peer riiting forms is included.in Appendix C.

Two kinds of information Were degired from the' po9er ratings: It was
hoped that the "Deire to Succeed in Training" rating would be a valid measure
of motivation, and that the 4-1..riendship" rating would provide insights into class
structure. The, other ratings were included in an effort to etermine how friend-. .ship influenced or affected an individual's, ratings of s on other charac-
teristics. This influence is commonly referred to ag' effect."

44-Considerable effort, \vas expended trying to find tho most predictive-4;scoring scheme for the "Desire," rating. Although' none of the iiiore involved
methods proved to be more useful than-the si4-nplest method, it is felt that they

.
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should be mentioned lithe benefit o.others who plan to employ peer ratfngs.
In brief, these were:

(1) An algebraic surhmation of nominations. To obtain each man's
score for a given characteristic, the total number of '' Least" nominations he
received was subtracted from the total number of "Most'' nominations he received.
A constant was ad9ied to make all scores positive.

(2)v, An attempt to eliminate halo effec the "Desire" rating
by using partial correlation. A halo effect inthe ratin at,. easily demonstrated.
For example, in the first class to be tested, the correlation between "Frienciship"
rating and .."Ability" rating was .30, based on scores derived in the manner
described in (1) above. However, when GT was partialled'out of tlaise "Ability"
score, the correlation of the remainder and "Friendship" rose to .51.. In other
words, whpn variance.due to ability as measured by GT iris removed from the
"Ability" rating, a larger proportion of the remaining variance was associated
with ft.iendship. An attempt was made to remove the halo effect from the "Desire"
rating by...partialling out the "Friendship" rating. However, this did not increase
the correlation with course grades. ThislIfinding was intairpreted.as Meaning that
men with a greater desire to succeed wei-e also morepilikely to be chosen as -

friends by their peers. If this were the case, the "Friendship" score', contained
some variance asso ated with desire to succeed. This variance,was.,removed -

in the p ocess along with that associated with friendship, with the
result th rall validity for p`redicting course-Wades remained unchanged.

(3) An attempt to .eliminate halo from the" Des i re" rating by weighting -
nominations on the basis of friendship choices. It was as'sumed that asater who
likecta particular individual would tend to overrate him on other charactEristics.
Th- site was assumed ter" be true for men disliked by a. rater. Hence, it was

Aimea atithe confidence that could be placed in a "Most" or "Least" nomina-
ire" would vary depending on who made the nomination. A weighting

eme to take like-dislike into account was derived. It is based on the idea that
quivalent nominations on both "Friendship" and "Desire" by the same rater are

1 ss meaningful.than different nominations. The weighting system is shown below:

Friendship Desire
Norninatian Nomination

Lcarit Most
None MosI
Most Most
Least None
None None
Most None
Least Least
None Leat
Most Least

Weighted Desire
Nomination

3o,
2

1

1

0

- 1
- 1

9

- 3

An indiviiclual's score visas the algebraic sum of the weights of fhe nominations he
received. A constant was.added to .eliminate otegative -;cores. This weighting did
little to change the order of the " Desire" Scores. The correlations between this
-score and the unweighted algebraic suM were above 9 7, in both classes for which
the weighted score was computed. Obviously,.no gain in validity could be expected.

(4) An attempt to eliminate 'h'alo from the "Desire" rating by
eliminating unrealistic raters. The Accuracy of an individ Lis nominations
on the "Ability" rating could be determined by comparing his ratings to GT

1 9
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scores, since the p T s.core is considered a quite Valid measure of okerall
ability. The 50% of the class whose nomination.s for ability were most in line.
with GT were selected, and a netv "Desire".score was computed from the ratings
of these men. An individuaWs score was the a4ebraic sum of the "Most" and.
"Least"_ somi,pa0ons he received from these men, with a constant added tO

.eliniinate negative scores. This score proved to be no more predictive than the-tr-
score based on all nominations in eittier of th.e two classes for which4 was coml.
puted. Thiv result is difficult to interpret. It would appeAr that a man s capa-
bility to judge- his peers varies.,with the.characteristic being judged. Heoce, a
man who is a good judge of ability may nohpe a good judge of motivation. Also,
reducing the number of"raters by 50% probably,affected the reliability of the

1 orratings adversely.
(5) An attempt to improve the predictive validity of the "besire"

rating.by eliminating unfamiliar ratees. It stands to reason that men are going ,

ith whom they hrys.rave little faiiliarity. x'arnioatio hting data
lof

the peeera
ato be able to make better judgments of men with whoro ey are familiar than

of me
reveared that men who were low,in- Familiarity" tended to receive very few
oliorninations on the other sQales. It was hypothesized that raters werr ant,
to nominate a man with whom they wereiinfamiliar, s ack of eithe St"
or "Least" nominations yeUld not be inter reted as meahin the unfami ratee
was average for the group 0 II, hat ,chara teristic. r .. t s yp sis.,.all

.,...Men who received fiVe4 oat for ." ast" tha .- on "MOst"
were eliminated. TheT; ,g,,,,- ,: of the " esire" ra g did increase in

l' ied. Thi essentiallyconfirmedthe hypottie-the three classes ki. 7. wir 0 I rir .

r::... ' I. %S i , t h at is, the ---.'. y,./.4 - unfamili f. r persOn were less predictive
an for the mor'ejfatiit

r, se (..means of increasipit.
it did provide a rn

rpra'A Li This fin log, of course, did not provide aAro

verall predictive v idity of the "Desire" rating, but
èii judging the confidence that cart be placed in any given

indiViduaPs rating on the scale.
It was Mentkoed earlier that the peer ratings were needed to obtain

infor=rnation on theiptial structure of the cla,si It. itlts 4orpothesiziOrthat
factsrs.related to4--isaceess in training Would also be'4.factor in the formation
of p'er-sonal frieric0iips. For example, it was believed that cliqUe (a small
group of close personal friends) formation might be related to such things
as attliiides toward the Army, .attitudes toward training, aptitudes, age, educa-
tivin, or geographical location at hOme. 'The social structure of'the class was
deterThined by applying the technique described by Clark .and McGuire (10) to
the "Friendship" ratings.

StUdent Attittide Survey

A trial questionnaire was constructed that ontained questionS about
interests;.desires, intentions, and expectations, wit\i particular reference to
training ,a`nd the Army. Original questions were ch -en on the basis of face
validity. Several Classes ,were tested during the development and modification

tpf, the qu'estionnai re. During aevelopment, items with very little response
variation .werc rewritten and some items were added. After avefives from the
ME subcOin-se were zwallable, final modifications .were made on- the basis of
item validities. (A 'copy of the findl form of the questionnaire is shown in
Appendix 1).1

.!-;coring the, ques,tionnai re, alternatives believed to reflect high
motivation were given low scores, and alternatives believed to reflect poor
motivation were giv6n high scOres for each tem. Obviously, lower total scores

12
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Iserscittisider
procedure are s

as indicative of higher motivatiok Dthails Of the scoring
own in Appendix D.

p.I ;
Behavior Rating

A ratiQ form based on a five-point scale Was devised for use by the
class leader. InstRinces of sleeping in class, disciplinarY ,actions, tardifiess,
and 'tigs" at inspecti6ns were to be recorded fior'each man. A new form was
to be used each week. The behavior rating was tried in two of the classes used ,

Iin developing the assessment devices(, but it proved-to be of nd value. Recorded
AnstanceS of behavior that might be indicative of motivatiOn or a lack of znotiva-.,
tiortaverfaged less than one per week per class. The five-point overall r;ting
proved uSeless also, because only in extreme cases did the class leaders give
any manIa rating other than average, and this information wa already available
from-the peer ratings and attitude survey. As a result, this rating was discontinued.

Conductiof the ExPeriment 4 do

Ad.rninistratidn of the questionnaire and peer ratings t'c\slls-appi-oximately 40
'minutes'', arthough one class finishedinfrss than 30. No verbal ,instructions were
given with the questionnaire, although stieents were reminded to pint .their flames
on and Were told to ,raise their hand iii they did not understand a queStion!
A*itional instructiOns were given with the peer ratings in an attempt to elimi-
nate halo from,the ratings. BAically; these instructions were to CaUtion the e.

, .raters against rging a man high because they liked.him, and vice versa: V
The seledtion of times forradThiniStering the tests was-,considervi crucial.

It seerned highly desirable that the first testing precede tfie administration of.
any scliool examinations. Otherwise, it was feared that both the ratings and the
questionnaire might reflvt little more than the results of the school examination.
However, it also seemed desirable to_give the students ample tivse to interact
and obtierve each other so that they cotad have, some real basis for`making rat-.-. -.
ings..Therefore, the day before.the'first school examination was chosen as the
best posSible date for administel-ing the qiiestionnaire and peer ratings.

There 1,417,also good reasons for choosi g a day immediajely following.the
fourth written examination for the final test iate. Students were not normally

Agropped from a class until after the fourth week unless they obtained eXtremely
Wor-eto'res on the earlier examinations. Hence, test data for both percbds could

be obtained on the great majority of ttudents, since class composition remains
relatively stable during these weeks.

Testing, Chedule

Originally, the peer ratings and the questionnaire were administered at
three different times. The first testing was just prior to the first exarnination,
the second testing just after the second written examination, and the final testing
just after the fourth wristten examination. The seconditesting was eventUally
dropped as being superfluous. Therefore, the experimental classes Were.teSted
only before the first and after the fourth written examination.-,

\
Overall Experimental Plan

Although the same general plans were followed in both experimental
classes, anumber of the details were handled differently. ,The changes matle in
handling the second experimental class were attempts to correct what were seen

13
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r
Tht4ttas prob s or ehrrors An handling the fir-st class.. The following analysis of

procedures presents the-essentials and emphasizes .the differences in the han-
41/41ing,of-the two classes:

14

Item
116."

Instruclor
Briefing

Student .

Briefing

A

Test
Adminis- .

Vation

Laboratory
Assignments

Incentives

_Expei.imental Class 1

Instructor personnel were
given complete background
briefing and oriented to their
role. Briefing was given

ree weeks before
the clas starting date.
On the third day of class
a 15-minute briefing was,.
given.to the-students. They
were given competition
group assignments, given
the ternis of thercompeti-
ton, told of the rewards,
and given a bzrief explan
tion 'of the pOpose. Th
main purpole, as related
to the sIudents, was to
provide conveniently siz
study groups.

The fIrst testing was 'just
prior to the first class
exdmination, and the
second testing was just
after the fourth written
examination.

Sttidents were permitted.
to -choose their ()Urn
partners, although instruc-
tors had the option of
rearranging partnerships
if they felt it would be .to
the.class's advantage.

Groups were rewarded
, after each competition
period. HumRRO per-
Sonnel handled all
incentives.

22

Experimental Class 2

Same as first class.

Essentially the same
as the first 'class,
but a much more
detailed present,a-
tion on purpose.

.The equality of ....
the groupings was
emphasized, and .
the need for tutor-
ing was brought out.
Students were encour- "....
aged to ask questions
within their groups,
and told of their
bligation to aid

one another.
..,

Same as first Class.

SOP

Laboratory partner-
tohips were formed
within competition
groups. Pachgroup
had its oivn work-
bench, to some extent
isolating each group
physically from the
others.
Incentives were the
same except that
instructor personnel
(normally the chief
instructor) handled
incentives whenever

. possible-



\ ..---Yhe change in the student briel.ing was designed to make the stated
purpose seem more plausiblp. The cl?ange in laboratory assignment procedures
was -triade..in the hope of building up greater group identification Hring the
instructbrs:handle.the entire,incentive program was done to creatc tq irnpres-
Sion that the competition, was basically an Army; rather than a HumRRO, project.
Subjectively, these changes seeMed to make a difference in the Overall, class
attitude toward thg experiment. The first class deemed to feel that thccompe-
titibn experiment was a.separate,affair run by HuniRRO that merely paralleled
th.training. This, was atteste'd to when tudents camesto the HumRRO otfice

4 in hopes of getting theater tickets a day early for a particular movie. In the .
second class, all questions and requests were directed to the school's instriic-,
tional staff. It seemed, too, that the.instructional staff,became more personally
involved,And took a greater interest in the seccInd class, because they handled
most of the details.

R-ESULTS AND DISCUSSAN

Validation of Assessment Devices

It was hoped tharthe peer rating of "Desire to Succeed in Training*and the
questionnaire data would ppovide the means of assessing stude,nt motivation that
was needed to answer.several of the questions posed in this research. Validity
data on these two meas,ures, along withthe "Ability" rating and two ACB scores
for tiv pre-experimental Classes are presented in Table 3. The signs of the
correations ivelving the que s ionnaire have been reversed, in effect reversing
the direction of scoring of the uestionnaire, so that all correlations in the table
would follow the sathe pattern inshowing relationshiptlaat is, higher motiva-
tion and higher aptitude associated with higher achievement.

The classes represented f n this table were those employed in developing
the questionnaire and peer ratings used for the experimental clasges. Since
the peer ratings were administered in the same manner, the scores in all classes
are comparable. However, only the fourth class received the questionnaire in
the final form, so, the correlations for the questionnaire are not strictly compa-
rable. As-a final check on the questionnaire, one additional class was administered
the questiOnnai re in its final form, and the obtained validity with ME average
was .49.

It can be noted that the co relation of GT with final IVIE average is consider-
iiiiably higher that; the correlat. between EL and ME average in al1 but the first

, Table 3

Validity Coicients for Various Predictors
of Final ME Average". b

1.1,-,'Npt.r1
IllvIlt .11

Cla,s

1

B
(:
I)

1

1

1 N
1

i I

):1

27,

2.1.

:17

1.1(..

.10'

. r ..--
1-.:',""

1

1

I

(.I

.7):1

.81'

.8,
.62'

Ability
Hating

Desire
}Lit ing

Que,tion-
naire

7 1 "
' .13'

.60'

El.. f.kctronic., apt 1111,11. arlil sl'Orc,;
(. V. Gt11,T;11, i. d aptitude :171'.1 ticONs.

r' indirat p .05. and ,1 indicate, p .01. empliiving une-tailed test.
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.
° .claSs. This.is undoubtedly due, at- least in part, to the pact that thtEL sOl'e is

much more restricted iin rave, since these men were seleCted for training on
the basis of, EL. s'core. ll men. had EL scores of 1.00lr higher, while GT
scores ranged down tor71, with 'a considecalilti proportion.being under 100. This
.finding leri to the conclision that GT. should be used, as a control for aptitude in

Table 4

Pariial Correlations of Molivation
Measure With Finol ME A4rage, .

Holding GT Constant,

F're-expari-
mental
(A:ism

111.,
.

Meiisurft

.0
D.esire
Hating

1'

Questi. on-
rtaire

A 23 .47* .42*
B 25 .62** 35*/
C 2 .3 - I 4 .354'
DT... .49** -,

o . ,. ,. .. .

india.ates p ......05, and indicates.
P .01, employ in g ajo ne -t ai 1 ed test .

bN --- 36.: t

Overall comparisons oj
the predictors with the two
different types of exami-
nations that enter into final
ME 'iverage are presented
in Tables 5 and 6. The

. written examinations are
objectively scored multiple-
choice exalns, while the
pract cal oxaminations
givenJ in the laboratory
hav a -considerable ele-

110
me t of -subjectivity in
their scoring. The reli-
ability of the written exams

this research since the students were* .

relatively homogeneous with respect to the
EL score,-which is the official prerequisite
for the course...

. Partial correlations of the motiVation
measures with Tinal ME average with GT held
constarle ale', shown in Table 4. In ()ther
words, these are the c_orrelitions that
would be expected between the motirstion

_

measures and ME average i ieveryone h ,the
class had the same GT seoie. All but one of
the cOrrelations is significamt 5.t the .05 level,
employing a one.-tAiled' test. Therefore, it
must be concluded that motivation, . as ,

measured by the peer rating of "Desire" nd
the questionnaire, is a significant factor in
success in ME.

Table 5,

Validity Coefficients for Various Predictors
of ME Written EArnincition Average a

Class AbiaLity
Rating

6esire
Rating

A

B 25

D 37

.57**
.81**
.76**
.59**

.65**

.73**

.36*

.53**
r

Question-
naire

.61**

.99

b

ind4cates and " indicates p<.0 I. employing a one-
tailed test.

36.

Table 6

Validity Coefficients for Various Predict-61s
of ME Practical Exarninotion Averoge

Clas% \ 1 (",,T
Hot i rig

a ';,

DeSire
Rating

Question-
naire

23
B 23 .573 "
(: 21 * .56** -

37 .51 .73**

indrrme's p .05. and p .01.. employing a one-
tal1.d

16.

.30

.59**
37**
37'

.32

.42*

.63**
.53. b

16

21

is considerably higher.
Based on odd-numbered tests
versus even-numbered tests,
the estimated reliability of
the written exams is about
'.90 while the eitimated reli-
ability of the practical is
about .60. Obtained

of course, varied
from class to-clasS.

In general, all of the
predictors have higher
correlations with the written
exam average than with the
practical exam average.

,
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This, of course, would be expected from the reliability data. However, there is
a slight tendency for the motivation measures tceibe more consistent than GT with

! 'respeCt to the two types of exaMinations. For example, GT has higher correla-;"
tions with written exam average than does the questionnaire in three*Athe.four
classes; while the questionnaire is more highly cbrrelated with practical exam

.- average in.three of the fbur classes. TIlis might have been' expected. Lecture
material is presented in a highly academic manner, and a high degree of verbal .
an4 numerical skillswould be expected,. to be involved in the learningiprocess. .

.Howevdr, the requir.ements for these skilrs"-are probablyoluch lower in the
. 'laboratory. \The persistent and diligent worker with Minimn aptitudes is likely

to do well i'n the practical:ekarns. Ifence, motiyationrnight be expected to be
greater relative importance than aptitude in the labohtfory.' 4.4se observations

.. Jed to The sonclusion that these two types of exams should be treated separately,
at least for the time being. . .

Sociograms were c'Onstructed f three of the four clatSses tested durpg the
development) of the peer ratings an 'questiconnaire. One sociogram Was con-
structed froni the "Friendship" gratings obtained prior to any.tests;*a.nd one was
constructedlrom the ratings obtained folloting +he-fourth written examination.
One example of a sociogram is shown 'as Figure 2. The nunibers along the left
arid across the top indicate each man's alphabetical position within the class. The
sequence has been rearranged so that small groups of mutual friends, or cliques,

-appear tolelher.. Reading across thepage are the Choices made- #3r an individ-
ual, and .4 Scting down the page are-the nominations received by thVindividual.

The ks for the choices, as given inthe figure; may be interpreted as follOws:
(1)' = indicates mutual "Most" nominations. Man number 12 gaye-,man 25 I "Most" noinination and man 29 gave man 12.a "Most" nomination.

.
(2) EEI indicates individual -positive choices. Man number,6 gave a

"Most' nomination to man 12, but man 12 gave neither a "Most" nor a "Least"
.to man 6. . .

(3) II shows mutual "Lteast" nominationa. Man nuinber 15 gay a
"Least" nomination to Man 30 and also received a "Least" from him.

(4) -.7---. shows individual "Least" choices. Man number 19 gave a
"Least" nomination to man 27, but he received neither a "Least" nor a "Most"
from man 27.

Using the keys, Figure 2 shows thae Man number 29 gave "Most" nominations
to men 12, 3, 19, 30, and 23; he gave "Least" nominations to men 15i-10, 1, 28,
26, and 24. life received "Mosilv nominations from.men 12, 3, 19, 30, 20, and 2;' an d he received "Least" nominations from men 1, 5, 21, 8, and 24. %sow

The key for opposite choices is also shown:
(1) CII: and =show opposite choices. For example, man number 3 gave

a "Most" nomination to man 11, but man 11 gave man 3 a "Least" nomination.,
The small friendship groups, or cliques, are relatively well formed. -That

is, the composition of the groupsis relatively easy to determine, although there
seems to be some overlap between the fringe members of the two large cliques,
in the upper left-hand corner. However, no meaningful relationships could be
found between these small social groupings and factors relatild to success in
training. On the first ratin ; cliques tended to be composed of men who had
taken I3CT at the same Ce ter. However, even this relationship tended to dis- sk
appear on the fourth week sociogram. Also, there was a tendency for NCOs
to form a separate 'clique within a class. This was expected, since the NCOs
are generally older, many are married and living off post, and they are sepa-
rated from the typical student by rank.and privilege.
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Men within cliques varied considerably with respect to aptitude scores*,
"Desire"..scores, and questionnaire scores. There were no "good" cliques
or "bad" igtiques. In general, the largest clique (upper left-hand corner df
Figure,2) was composed of somewhat superior men, but membership in the
clique Was,.not highly predictive of success. The clique composed of the men
numbered 1, 13, and 28 wag probably the most successful clique. Number 13,
who was widely disliked (as can be seen from the sociogram), finished ME with
an a erage over 99.. He.1,vas highly rated in "Ability"- and "Desire," however.

Si larly, findings flin a study of the two other classes for which socio-
grams were made also failed to show anypromising relationships between social

'Structure and the school performance or motivation of the.students.
Results in Experimental Classes

Validity of Predictors

The validities of the predictors obtained in the two experimental classes
are shown in Table 7. In general, these Aralidities are very similar to those -
obtained in prwipusly tested classes, 'although the validities of the "Desire"
rating tend to represent the highest of the coefficients obtained with that measure.
The contrast between GT and the questionnaire is even more striking than in the

2 6
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Tablet 7

Validity Coefficients for VarioUs Predictors a

ME
Averages

Experimental Class I
(N=25)

Experimental Class 2
(N =36)

GT
Ability
Rating

Desire
Rating

Question- .*
naire GT

Ability
Rating

Desire
Rating

Question-
naire

Final ME .74** .74** 63**b"t" .57** .35* .88**

ME Written
Test .54 ** .69** .62** .41* .48..

ME'Practical
Test , .68** .C4** .625* .45** .49** .29 .46.5

indicates p<-.05. and '0* indicates p<.01, employing a one-tailed test.
b N 35.

non-experimenta1,4asses. GT had considerably lower 'dities for the practical
exams than for the written exams, while the validities r the questionnaire were
rou y equal for both types: This finding essenti confirms th position
tha the relative importance of aptitude and motivation varies wi e type or
examination given.

Effect of Competition on Performance -

It was hypothesized that group competition would impiove Performance,
and that tfk greatest improvement would be evidenced by the Weaker students.
Since only two classes received the exRerimental treatmeni, it was not possible
to fully test this hypothesis. Nevertheless, it was felt that the experimental
classes should be compared to classes that had not received the experimental
treatMent.. The control group selected was comprised of the nine clasillies in,
MOS 22J that had initiated training Between the.starting dates of the two -exiperi-
mental classes.

Both the eiperimental and the control
classes were split approximately into thirds
9n the basis of the combined GT distribution,
ind the upper and lower gioups,were selected
for comparison. rhe.mean final ME scores
for each of the groups are shown in Table 8. 4

As can be seen, the mean scores of the two GT Exp&rimental Control

higher aptitudle groups are virtually identical, -.. Distribution (N 75)

while the mean cif the lower aptitude experi- Lover third
mental gimp is some six points higher than. ./.. (GT<107)
that of the controls. Upper third

A comparison was made of the number (GT > 120)

of lower aptitude students in the two groups
who had ME averages of less than 70. Six of
the 20 experimental students (30%) did not achieve a 70 average, in comparison
with 39 of the 75 control students (52%). Although this difference was statistically
significant at the .05 level, there were not Maficieqdata toettikin an accurate
estimate of' the attrition level that would b expected irthe experimental technique

. owas routinely used by? school.

Tobie 8

Mean Final ME Scores for Men
in the Upper and Lower lyrEfi

of the GT Distribution in the
Experimental and Control Classes

75.4

90'1.8

69.2

90.5

. 27 -
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Relationships Between Success and Group Identification
It was hoped that membersgrould identify with their competition group,

and enter wholeheartedly inkithe spirit of competition. A means of determining
how closely a man identAed with other members of his cojpetition group lay
in the peer ratings. It we's felt that any strong,feelings toward other members,
either positive or negative, represented a type of identification. Hence, either
"Most" or "Least" nominations for other group members were aceepted as
indications of identification.

The within-group nominations of the experimental classes are showri
in Table 9. Nominations on all five peer ratings were counted. In general,
the number of within-group nominations increased on the second testi ;indicat-,
ing a higher degree of within-group feeling after four weeks in class.

However, the feelings were not all positive. Table 10 shows changes in
nominations between first and second testings on "Ability" and "Desire" ratings,
which were chosen for this comparison because they should reflect the amount

%le 9

Within-Group Nominations in the Experimental Classes

20

Group
Experiment afClass 1 an, Experimental Class 2

1st Tesx 2d Test Difference 1st Test 2d Test Difference

I 59
11 66-'III 28

IV 51

Total N.I
4

64
50

t 53
76

243

. +5 95
-16 64
+25 . 63
+25 82
+39 104

132

71

72
96

371

+37

+7

+9

+14

Table 10

Writhin-Group Rotings of Abilify will! Desire in the Experimental Closses

*

Group Vote

Experimental Class Experimental Class 2

Competition
fler.Qt 1St

Test
2d

Test
Net Dif-
ference

Compet it ion
Results' Ist

Test
2d

Test
Net Dif-
ference

Wins .osmes Wins Losses

1 0 I -13 2 1 +13
Positive 19 it 27 42
Negative .1 13

V
10 12

II ., -8 1
1

Positive . 17
'51 16 1I

Negative 10 10 9 la
HI a .1 o 3 -1.1

Positive 7' 15 17 9
Negative 4 8 7 13

IV I 0 43 3 0 +8

Positive 11 18 16 21
Negative. 11 12 15 12

Total -I 1 ..1.

"Each gsoup had one tie.
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of confidence the men have in others in their own group. In both classes, the
group that lost most consistently shows the greatest negative change, while the
group that won most consistently shows the greatest positive change in one clast
and the second most in the other.class.' Although the amount of change is actually
very small, the total negative change of 11 nominations for Experimental.Class 1
seems indicative of a general loss of confidence of group members in their groups.
The slight positive change.shown for ExpeHmental Class 2 would indicate little
change between the two testings in the second experimental class.

Table 11 presents data on .

positive nominations forihe "Friend-
ship" rating for each class for.both
test administrations. The "Expected
Number" represents the nu er of
men that would be expected nomi-
nate 0, 1, and 2 or more men in their
own co etition group if al nomina-
tion re made randomly.2 The
"Observed Number" is the actinal num-
ber ofmen Who nominated the indicated
number of men in their own competition
group. The total number of within-
group positive nominations exceeded
expectancY for all four test admini-
strations, but:the difference was
statistically significant only in Experi-
mental Class 2. At least in the second

Table 11

Distribution of Within-Group Friendship
Nominations in the Experimental Classes

2d Test
Experimental

Class

1st Test

2 or
More

2 or
More

1-

.Expected Number
'Observed Number

7.0 11.0 6.1
4 / 11 9

(2=2.73
.

not sigficant)

6.1 10.9 7.0
4 12 8

(x2=13s99 .
not significant)

2

Expected Number 9.5 14.5 9.0 9.0 13.7 8.3
Observed Number 6 .9 18 4 10 17

(x2= 12.34, p<.01) (x2= 12!97, p<01)

class, it appears that the artificial groupings did have an effect on personal
friendship formation, and that men did tend to identify with their group.

The same tendency observed. in the control classes tor men from the
same BCT Center to form into cliques was noted. There was also some tendency
for .cliqueS to refleci the competition groups, as might have been suspected from
the "Friendship" vote reported in TiVe 11. However, there seemed to be no
additional useful information. No relatiogship between social structure, GT
score; motivation scores, or course gracles was observed. This, of course,
was consisttent with the findings in previous classes.

Differences Between Experimental Classes

Differences in the 9Atrnent of the two experimental classes have already
been discussecitto some extent. It is impossible to determine exactly what effect
these differences had on the classes, but the classes varied in several respects,
suggesting that differences in treatment may have been important.

'For the second experimental class. was and losses are shown for only three periods because in one
period both sets of competing (coops tied in the number of tests failed. Since academic averages of the
tieing groups were within one point of one another, all groups were declared winners and all.men received
the rewards for that period. Hence:Group IV in one sense actually won all four competitions. and Group III
won (mice.

'Although the total number f men in competition groups in Experimental Class 1 did not change between
the two test administrations, the t tal number of men in the class did change because of transfers in and out of
the class. Since every man's name appeared on the peer rating forms, nominations for men not in groups had to
be taken into account in computing the expectancies: Therefore, the expected values differ for Experimentitl
Class 1 despite the fact that the number of men in competition groups did not change.

2 9
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Table 12 For example, the diffei
Comparison of Predicted and Obtained Scores

"in the Experimental Classes

Average Score r Obtained] Predicted Difference

Experimental Class 1
Final 81.1 -t 84.9 -3.8
Written 85.4 85.0 +0.4
Practical 73.0 83.9 -11.0

Experimental Class 2
Final 85.7 82.8 411.9

Written 80.9 82.3. -1.4
Practical 91.2 81.5 +9.7

t Value

NS
NS

4.40 p<.0.1

NS
NS

4.61 p<.01

ence between practical exam
averages of the two.classes
is quite striking. Course
grade data are presented in
Table 12. Predicted scores
for each man in each class
for each type of exam were
computed froth prediction
equati ns ba:sed on GT (the
equati ns based on datawere
from t le nine classes inMOS
22J that initiated training in
the interval between the two
experimental classes).

Both experimental classes performed about as expected on the written,
exams. Howev?r, Experimental Class 1 performance was significantly lower
on the practical exams than was predicted, while the 'second class performed So
significantly higher than predicted. This result is interesting if the earlier
speculation concerning the relationship of motivatioria.nd practical exam scores
is valid. That is, if practical exam scores actually reflect motivation better
than written exam scores, it would indicate that the second 'Class had consider-
ably higher motivation than the first class.

Scores from the ques-
tiormaire certainly indicate
that this is true. Mean
scores on the questionnaire
are shown ,in Table 13:
Scores for the first class
are significantly higher
(indicating poorer motiva-
tion) than for the second
class for both test adminis- 2d
trations. Since the ques-
tionnaire scores are believed
to be valid reflections of motiyation, it seems that the secolki class had higher
motivation both at the beginning and at the end of four weeks of training.

Table 13

Mean Questionnaire Scores
in the Experimental Classes

Test Period

1st

I Experimental I Experimental
Class 1 Class 2

29.4 25...2

(N =25) (N=36)

29.2 23.8
(N=23) (N=33)

Difference

4.2

5.4

Significance I

t=2.03
p<.05 -

t = 4.61
p <.01

Table 14

Mean Aptitude Scores
in the Experimental Classes

Aptitude Area
perimen tal

1 Clams 1
(Nr-26)

Experimental
Class 2
(N=35)

Difference

GT 116.1 111.7 4.4

El 117.5 09

Furthermpre, there is good
evidende that these differences are
not merely reflections of higher
aptitude, and hence, higher motiva-
tiogfor the subject. Aptitude scores
for the two classes are shown in
Table 14. Although Experimental
Class 1 bad higher means on both
aptitude measures, neither of the
differences in means is significant.
Therefore, a real difference in

motivation "ems to be the only plausible explanation for the differences in ques-
,tionnaire scores between the two classes.

There is somzeright evidence that differences in motivation between the
classes became e more pronounced with time. Mean questionnaire scores

pp
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for thcise men:Vigo were pres
).ent at both administrations of
. the questionnaire are presented
in Table 15. The first class
hada slightly worse score
on the second administrat.ion,
while thelse.cond class.had a

slrghtly better score. (As
scuSsed earlier, the scoring

method used considers lower'
scores indicative of higher.
motivation.) For neither is
the difference between the
means of the two adniinis-

- triiticins significant. How-
e?keer, the differencebetween 1.Vie 'differences appioaches significance (t= 1.84, p < .10). Although not co lusive,
this suggests that time may have had a differential effect on the motivation
two classes. _)

The motivation of the two classes apparently difiered at the beginning of
training, as indicated by the significant difference bgtween the original means
of the questionpaire scores (see Table 13). Motivation alsO tended to decrease
in the first class while it increased in the second class (see Table 15). These
data, coupled with othe data on changes in "Friendship" choices (see Table 11),
suggest a relatively greater motivation problem in Experimental Class 1: Cer-
tainly if practical exam grades reflect motivation as hypothesized earlier, the
two classes appear to be quite different. Because these differences were evident
at the end of the first week, it is difficult tcitattribute them to the variation in
treatment of the two casses. However, there is one difference between the
classes that could conceivably account for the differences in motivation. The
second class contained three NCOs. All three were apparently well motivated,
and the senior NCO served aro the class leader. The, first class had no NCOs
and a poorly motivated private for a clams leader. The effect of leadership on
class motivation is an unknown, but there is 'little else to account for the dif-
ferences betWeen the classes.

Tc,ble 15

Mean Questionnaire Scores for Men
Present at Both *st Administrations

Comparison I 1st Test I 2d Test I Difference I tignificance

Experimental 28.4
Class 1

(N=23)

Experimental 24.6 24.0 0.6 NS

Class ,2

(N = 30)

29.2 .8 NS

Difference
Between
Classes

t = 1.84
< .10

Factors Related to Motivation

Several questions which this research was designed to ansWer were listed
in the discussionlof objectives. Data relevant to some of thes4 have already
been discussed. However, for purposes of clarity, each' question will be listed
and relevant data will be mentioned again.

(1) How sloes 'motivation change during the course of training iri experimental
classecompared with regular classes?

Changes in. motivation were assessed by comparing changes in question-
naire scores between the first and second administrations. When the mean change
in the experimental classes was compared with the mean change in the control
classes, a t of 0.45 was obtained. Although the changes in s-cores were in the .

anticipated direction, that is, the eliperimentals maintained their motivation
better than the controls, the t value does not approach significance. Therefore,
it must be concluded that the addition of group competition alone did not aid
significantly in maintaining class motivation.

3 1
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(2) How does success or failure affect motivation? .

It was assumed that early success or early failure in training might
have an effect on the attitude of the affected students. For an.alysis on thislpoint,
students in both experimental and control classes were divided into three groups.
The failure group consisted of all students who failed two exams or more during
the first four weeks, or failed one exam and had a current average of 75 or
lower. A success group was made up.of students who had never failed an exam
and had an average of 85 or higher..The remainder of the students formed the
third group. The success group an&faiiure group were compared with respect
to changes in questionnaire, score from-first to second administrations. It was
predicted that the success group woulg have a more favorable change in Motiva-
tion than the failure group. A t' valze of 1.52, p <.10 for a one-tailed test, was
obtained in this comparisbn. lathough this is not an acceptable level of signifi-
cance, it is nevertheless suggestive. Assuming that additional data would confirm
the hypothesis, the results suggest that easier exams might be called for very
early in the training, because students who are successful early in training
appear to maintain:their motivation soinwhat better than students who fail.
Perhaps those students who experience sticcess gain confidence, and are more
-willing to put forth the effort that is required in later stages of training.

(3) Is there any relationship between motivation and the formation of
personal friendships

Careful study of the data from the "Friendship" rating in several
classes failed to show any effects related` to motivation. Mutual friendship
choices occurred as frequently between a highly motivated and a poorly motivated
individual as they did betwe- ..,en4ndividuals of like motivation. In the control
classes no relationship betWeen ?riendship choices and any other kndwn factor
was observed. Apparently,'choicks were based on characteristics not studied in
this research.

(4) Does group competition affect the formation'of personal friendships?
Data already presented indicate an affirmative answer. In both of the

experimental classes, the proportiCon of within-group friendship choices exceeded
chance. Since groups were formed solery on the basis of aptitude variables, with
aptitude being equally distributed between, the groups, no other explanation for
the high frequency of within-group choices seems plausible. Because the grouping
did tend to force some familiarity, especially in the second experiniental class
where laboratory assignments were made by group, the opportunity for friend-
ships to emerge within groups was probably increased.

(5) How important is motivation relative to aptitude in determining success
in training?

Table 16

Predictive Validities (Correlations)
of GT and the Questionnaire in the
,Combined Experimental Classes

Averages GT Quesi ionnaire

Final NIE .61 .63

Written .70 .52

Practical .31 .58

?it

When students have been pre-
selected for training based on aptitude,
the data presented so far suggest that
motivation is of greater relative impor-
tance to success in the laboratory, while.
aptitude is of greater relative importance
in the clasgroom. The data in Table 16,
basec?on a combination of the two experi=
mental classes, illustrate this . It appears
from the table that both are equally impor:
tant in overall success as indicated by
the correlations with final ME average.
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However, data from previous classes have generally shown that GT is a some-
what better predictor of final average than the questionnaire.. In any event, both
have been shown to be of too great a significance for either to be neglected.

Implications of This Research

Because only two classes receyéd the experimental treatment, little can be
said about the sefulness of grou competitipn as a dependable means of impiov-
ing class rao vation. Moreover, thearstflts obtained indicate that group
competition b self may not be uniformly effective in improving mbtivation.
On the whole, resiLtg obtained in improving performanbe of lower aptitude
students through the usi3kof group competition were encouraging. Differences
between the experimental classes in both composition and experimental treat-
ment make the results difficult to interpret.

The questionngire data available from all of the classes .(experimental and
non-exPerimental) tested suggest that variation in individuals' motivation for
training can be assessed with a relatively short questionnaire. Peer ratings
also can be used, but unfortunately, the_ "forced choice" technique .iequired
to obtain.the -ratings makes it impossible to compare.one group to another.
Either method works reasonably well in determining.the rank order within a
given group. .

The questionnaire may have several possible uses outside of evaluating
Means of improving motivation. For example, if it were administered routinely
to students, those students who are likely to be problems might be identified
early in the course. Actually, the questionnaire could haw been very useful for
this purpose in the classes tested. Data from the 'last four classes, includingi
the experimental classes, were examined to test this poskiblity. A cutting
score of 35 was chosen, which selected the 15% with the poorest scores fromthe
combined classes. Men who-were predicted to fail on the basis of GT scores
were eliminated, as were men who were predicted to have final ME scores of
85 or higher. The remaining group of ten men were those who indicateda
motivation problem on their questionnaires, and whose GT scores were such
that they might have difficulty in passing without some sustained effort. Five
of these ten men ,actually did fail. Since the overall attrition rate in these classes
was only.12 percent, the questionnaire appears to be quite an effective means ,

of locating problem students. ,

Problem classes might also be identified if gentaa'ally.poor scores are
obtained. In some instances,-it might even be possiblelercorrect the problem.
At feast, some serious attempts to identify the problem could be made.

Numerous findings suggest possible avenues for additional research in
this area. The effect of the rank and general attitude of Vie class .leader has .

never been investigated. It was hypothesized earlier that differences in the class
leaders might have been a factor in the differences observed in the motivation
of the two experimental classes. This factor, and the effects of having higher 44..

and lower propoetions of NCOs in a class seem worthy of study.
Further study ,of the motivating effects of success and failure seems

warranted. Reinforcement during early trials has always been considered
critical in learning studies, and may well be so in Army Service Schools. The
effects of making exams more difficult or less difficult during the first weeks .
of training could be studied easily. It is hypothesized that classes given the
easier exams will be more highly motivated and perform better during the
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Igter Fra*rt of the training...The same effect might be accornnlished by providing
more intensive training or. by extending the time in which early terial is
cov.ered, if altering exarninations is not desirable.

Theipdssibility of forming competition groups based partly on data from the
peer ratings should be consIdereid. Compatibility could be built into -th'e original
groups arid .gross incompatibility of members could be avoided asmuch as
possible. Such groups might .prove to be more cohesiare and cooperAive than
groups chosen simply on the basis of aptitudes.. Consideration should also be
given to using sociometric daiain the 'selection offassistants for the class leader.
Popular, rather than a.rbifrarily chosen, assistants 'might result in bettertmorale
and discipline.

.
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-Appeadiec A

SAMPft NEWSPAPER ARUCLE

Participates in Army Study

of

is a member of a group that has been cited for academic achieliement at the
U.S. Army Air Defen.ie School, Fort Bliss, Texas
son of

is a member of a group of trainees undergoing .electronics training in air
defense artillery.

In conjunction with their specialized training, these men are participating
4%in a study ,

being conducted by the HumA Resources Research Office (HumRRO).

The class is divided into four groups, each composed of men whose aptitudes
and past experience are clo-s-ély,balanc ed. Men within a group have been assigned

the job of assisting any man in their group who is.having difficulty with some
'portion of the material.

Every two weeks the four groups are paired and compete with. each other.-
The group in each pairing that excels in academic performance is declared the
winner. Members of the two winning groups are presented suCh token awards
as theater passes or tickets to local bowling lanes.

group has yet to be beaten in this
academic competition.

t'

..
Hometown Newspaper:

Name of Paper
.StateCity
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Appendix B

r SAMPLE LETTER TO PARENTS

D,EPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
U.S. ARMY AIR DEFENSE HUMAN RESEARCH UNIT

U.S. CONTINENTAL ARMY COMMAN1D
FORT BLISS, TEXAS 79916

lint REPLY REFER TO ATHRD

se,

Mr. and Mrs. John Doe
1006 Main Street
Middletown, U.S.A.

8 September 1966

Dear Mr.and Mrs. Doe:
- . .

This letter comes to yro'thtcie Al? Defense Human Research
Unit, to inform you of the outstanding achievement of your son,
PVT"John. Doe, Jr., and the members of his group in the clas'sroom
portion of his training in.Missile Elettronics'at,the Airtefense
School here at Fort Bliss. f 7-

r' ir
.

We are investigating the eftects of dividing the men into .

small groups within a ,class. The men whO understand some portion
of the material covered in a class are supposed t6 aid those in
their group having difficulty. To add interest, the groups are
paired and compete with each other on:a bi-weekly basis. The
group having the fewest .exam faitures.viU ............

The group in which your son .was a member was a winner in'tach
competition period, and was awarded passes to local theaters. A
record of four wins in four tiies As a rtal credit io your son and
his groo.

k

38

Sincerely,
-L,

ALEXANDER D. BELL
Major, Artillery
thief.



Appendix C

PEER RATING FORMS

Familiarity Rating

1X1

Before beginning, draw a line througli your name and across the page.. In
the column marked MOST, Place a cheek mark ( ,/) by the names of the

Jnen with whom you ane most familiar, that is, whom you know best. In
the column marked LEAST, place a check mark' (,/) by the names of the

4 men whom you know least well.

, NAME , . MOST LEAST
1. . ,.

2. . .

3.
, 4.

5.

7. e

8.
.*,..)

10. - s
11. .
12. .

13..
_ .

14. -
15.

,

16.
17. . . .
18. . ' ,

19. ,

20.

22.
23

7-7
"..ir

33.
34.
35.
36.
37. r
38.
39.
40. '
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Friendship Rating

Before beginning, draw a line through your name and across the page. In
the Column marked MOST. plaee a check mark ( ) . by the names of the

men whom yourwould Most like to have as close friends. In the column
marked LEAST, place acheck mark (\/ ) by the names of the men
whom you would least like to have as close friends. °

.

, NAME ' NIOST LEAST
1. 4

3..
4. _
5.6. ,-- .

36. *
37.

.

38. -

39.
40.

'Ability to Succeed in Tr-aining

Before beginning,, draw a line throu'gh your name and acrosS the page. In
the ctlumn marked MOST, place a check mark (../ ) by the nam.s of the

men whp you' think ha410°V most ability to succeed.in an Army teek-
nical training course such a's this one. In the column marked LEAST, place a

-check mark ( ) by the names of the men who you thipkhave-the
Teast ability to succeed in a technical training course. Do not place any check'
marks in the columns by your own nanq, but be sure to complete the item at

:the bottom of the page.

. NAME , MOST . LEAST
1: . .

9 .
____,,

3. , .
-r--

------ _4

5. . _ _ -

-- ___---

_

,
.. ,

36. .

37.
38.
39.
40. -

w would you rate yourself with reference to other members of the c-lass on
ability to succeed in training?

In the top quarter of the Class In the next to highest quarter
In the next to It west quiFter In the lowest quarter

..

11*
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Leadership Potential

Before beginning, draw a line through your name and across the page. In
the column marked MOST, place a check mark ( ky the names of-the

men who you think have the greatest potentiar for being leaders either
in or out of the Army. In the column marked LEAST, place a check mark ( \V)
by the names of the men who you think have the least potential fOr
becoming leaders. Do not rate yourself, but be sure to complete the item at the
bottom of this page.

L.- NAmE . MOST LEAST
1.

.._..

i
3. ..--

_

-_
1

39. .

40.
A

Flow would you rate yourself with reference to o r members of the class on
leadership potential?

In the top quar,ter of the class In. e next to hithest quarter
In the next to lowest quarter' In the lowest quarter

Desire to Succeed lit Training'

ft Before beginning, draw a line through your name and across the page. In
the column marked MOST, place a check mark (N.-) by the names of the

men who you think have the greatest desire to succeed in this course
of training. In the column marked LEAST, place a check mark by the

'names of the men twhc, you think have the least desire to succeed in
this couitse. Do nofplace am- -Iikeic marks in the columns by your own name,
but he sure to complete the item at the bottom of the page.

NAME MOST LEAST

39.
40.

How wouid you rail, vours(11 with, reference to other members of the class on
desire to succeed in tram1ng7

In the top quarter of the class In the next to highest quarter
In the next to lowest quarter .1n the lowest quarter

4 1
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Appendix D

STUDIENT ATTITUDE SURVEY

This short questionnaire is being given in an effort to find out how students
feel about the Army and the job for whicti they are being trained. Please answer
all iiems truthfully. Your answers will not be used for any purpose except tO
gain information on student attitytdes. They will not affect your status in any way
here at the Air Defense School.

If you have any questions? raise your hand and one of the mot*tors will conie
to you. If you have no questions now, write your e and the date at the top of
the questionnaire and begin.

NAME

DATE

INSTRUCTIONS FOR ITEMS 1 - 11:

In eadt of the following items the beginning of a sentence will be presented
along with five statements that could be used to cornpletOie sentence. You are
to chelbse the ending that best describes the way you feel, and mark an "X" in
the blank in front of it.

1. My interest in electronics is:
1. Very high; I am seriously considering making electronics my life-

time career.
2. High; I enjoy learning electronics and may or may not choose it'

as a career.
3. Moderate; About the same as most men My age.
4. Low, I find electronics pretty dull and would not cargafor a career

in the fiVd.
5. Very low; I have no interest in electronics and definitely will not

Make it my career.

2. I believe that failing this course would:
1. Have a very bad effect on me the rest of my life.
2. Have a bad effect on me. but not really hurt my future.
3. Probably not have any very serious effect on me.
4. Probably not affect my life at all.
5. Probably work to my advantage rather than hurt me.

36
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3. I expect to:

1. Succeed in this course without too much difficulty.
2. Succeed in this course, but it will.not be easy.
3 Succeed, but it will be difficult for me and I May fail.
4. Probably fail, but I do have a chance to pass.
5. Fail, and feel that there is very little chance that I could pass.

4. If I were choosing my Army job again, I:
1. Would definitely choose the.MOS for which I am now being trained.
2 Would very likely choose this MOS.

3. Would probably consider this MOS, but would consider a lot of dif-
frent jobs, too.

4. Doubt if this MOS would be among.my choices.

5. Would definitely not consider this MOS as a choice.

5. I really:
1. Want to succeed in this course no matter how hard I have to work

to do_so.

2. Want to succeed in this course, and will put out a reasonable
amount of effort.

3. Wolad like to succeed in this course. but won't be too disappointed
if I am relieved.,

4. Wouldn't mind if I were relieVed from this course.
5. Would like to be relieved from this course.-

6. The statem6nt which best *describes my future career plans is:
1. I feel pretty sure that I will choose a career in the Army.
2. I seriously consider the Army, along with a few other career

3. I have ruo definite career plans at all.
4. I don't think it likely that I will choose an Army career.
5. I won't choose a carter in the Army.

7. With the kind of experience and background I have had, this course should be:
1. Very easy for me.
2. Relatively easy for me.
3. Neither real easy nor real difficult for me.
4. Kind of difficult for me.
5. Very difficult for me.
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8. Throughout my future, I feel that the material I will learn in this course will:
1. Be extremely important in my life work, or as a hobby.
2. Be important in my life work, or hobby.

p Be of some value to me in my life work or hobby.
4. Be of very little, if any, use to me in my life work or as a hobby.
5. Most likely not be of any use to me.

N."

9. In my past experience, I:
1. Have greatly enjoyed going to, school.

_ 2. Usually enjoyed school.

3. Neither particirlarly liked nor disliked school.
4. Generally did not enjoy schooL

_ 5. Cared very little for going to school.

10. I feel that:
1. This training course will be of more future value to me than any

other which I could have received in the Army.
2. This training course will be of future value, but there are many

Army training courses which would have been just as good.
3. Therevare many Army training courses which would have been of

more value to me in my future.
4. Almost any other training would have beenenore valuable.
5 There is probably no Army training which would be of much help

to me in my future.

11. Have you ever built a radio or amplifier or other electronic equipment?
1. Yes, more than once.

- 2. Yes, once.

3 No. but I would enjoy doing so.

4./Pro.
,,

4

12. Below you will d a list of jobs which are reprAlVative of the kindS of
Army jobs. If you were coming into the Army, knoWing,what.you know mow,
which of the jobs below would you consider? Put an "X" in one box in front
of each job to show`how you feel about that particular job.

Definitely Can't
Consider Dec id e

se

Would Not
Consider

f
1

4 4

'1
Light weapons infantryman

Heavy field artillery crewman



Definitely Can't Would Not
Consider Decide Consider

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

NIP

1

1

1

45

Ground-to-ground missile
crewman

Radar repairinan

Field radio repairman

Electrical appliance repairman

Aircraft armament repairman

Weld4-blacksmith-metal body
repSirman

Dental or medical assistant

Building trades worker

Chemical warfare specialist

Supply:and warehouse
g)eixtlist
4.1sVir

Whe1 ehicle mechanic

Driver (truck and auto)

Aircraft mechanic

Clerk-typist

Draftsm

Surveyo

Printer

Photographer

Military policeman

Communications center
operator

39



13. Put an "X" in one box in front of each school subject, to show your interest
in that subject while in-high school or college.

Did Not i'ake
Low This Subject

Interest In School

I

High
Interest

I \ I

English
mk,

Math

Foreign Languages

Physics or Chemistry

History

Auto Mechanics Shop

Music

li'ectrical Shop

40

Ouestionnaire Scoring

For the first 11 items, the score given was the number of the alter-,
niiive chosen for each item. In Item 12, "Radar Repairman" was the
otily job that figured in the final scoring. "Definitely Consider" was
given a score of 1, "Can't Decide" was given a score of 2, and "Would
Not Consideet was given a score of 3. In Item 13, only "Math,"."Physics
or Chemistry," anci.."Electrical Ship" were scored. On these courses
"High'Interest" was Itored as 1, "Low Interest" was scored as 3, and
"Did Not Take This Subject in School" was scored as 2.

In addition, a score was given for the self-rating of "Desire to
Succeed in Training" from the peer ratings. The score given was the
quarter of the class in which the student placed himself. As is obviou's
from the scoring, lower scores were considered as indicative of
higher motivation.

vt,
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